
Unit 3 Design Activity 

Telephone Call Accounting Program - Rel 2 

 

Your company is ready to plan for the second release of the Telephone Call 
Accounting Program. The company recently merged with another 
telecommunications that has a large presence in Voice over IP (VoIP), Video on 
Demand, and priority-based or quality-of-service (QoS) networking. This second 
release will enhance TCAP to cover these new types of services and to add new 
features desired by your customers. There is a big debate concerning renaming 
of the product to the Network Call Accounting Program or the Network 
Accounting Program. Fortunately, the software development organization can 
stay out of that fray, which is between martketing, sales and the executives from 
the two original companies. 

There are several enhancements that marketing is requesting for release two: 

1. Additional "call" types, namely, VoIP calls, video "calls", and priority 
service "calls"  

2. Provision of a test interface that will simulate a connection with a digital 
phone to test live call recording  

3. Filtering on multiple fields for display viewing  
4. Computation of telephone/network cost for a calling plan, with bulk rates, 

time-of-day rates, varying rates for different types of calls, etc.  
5. Support for several formats of persistent storage in use by the other 

company some of which are XML-based, others which are not but have 
complex construction steps for each record  

6. Interface to the network routers to setup the routing when a call initiates  

All of these features will make it into the product eventually, so your team has to 
design all of them into the system. There has been some phasing of 
implementation, however. The additional call types enhancement must be 
implemented so the product will cover many of the products made by the merged 
company. Because there have been a large number of field complaints about live 
call recording, the digital phone simulation has to be implemented. 
Implementation of enhancements #5 and 6 will be postponed to a later release of 
TCAP. The team will be able to pick whether to implement filtering on multiple 
fields or the cost computing. The team also should work to clean up any 
outstanding issues with the implementation of release 1 of TCAP. 

The functional requirements for the second release of the project are given below 
with changes or additions from the first release highlighted in bold text: 



1. TCAP shall maintain call record data while it is running.  
1. TCAP shall distinguish between call record types and support 

the addition of new call record types with minimal disturbance 
to the design and implementation.  

2. The call record data shall be determined by the call record type.  
1. Telephone card records consist of: calling and called 

telephone numbers including country, city or area codes; 
starting date of call; starting time of call; duration of call.  

2. VoIP card records consist of: calling and called IP 
addresses; starting date of call; starting time of call; 
duration of call.  

3. Video-on-Demand call records consist of: requesting IP 
address; requested video; date of request; time of 
request; length of video transmission.  

4. Priority Service call records consist of: requesting IP 
address; requested quality of service (1 to 10); date of 
request; time of request; number of bytes to transmit.  

3. If a call lasts more than 24 hours TCAP shall split the call into 
multiple call records.  

4. TCAP shall provide a means to manually edit an existing call 
record.  

2. TCAP shall display call records.  
1. TCAP shall allow user selection of the display order based on a 

single field in the call record including record type.  
2. TCAP shall display call records in time sequence by default.  
3. TCAP shall allow the user to filter the display of call records based 

on multiple fields, including record type, having a specified 
value.  

4. For comparison purposes, TCAP shall allow the side-by-side 
display of multiple call record displays. Each display shall have its 
own display order and filtering specification.  

5. TCAP shall update displays, as needed, when a new call record is 
manually edited (1.4) or entered (3.1).  

3. TCAP shall load call record data.  
1. TCAP shall provide a means to manually enter a new call record.  
2. TCAP shall be capable of reading multiple call records from a flat 

text file. The team shall specify the format of this text file.  
3. The TCAP design shall support future addition of a network 

interface for recording of live call record data from a local digital 
phone or other device making a network call. The device will 
connect to the interface at the beginning of a call, transmit call 
initiating information, and remain connected until the call ends.  

1. The TCAP design shall support multiple simultaneous 
connections from devices.  

2. The TCAP design shall support updating of displays upon 
completion of a live call record.  



3. The TCAP design shall support sending of commands to 
setup network routing upon receipt of call initiating data 
from a device.  

4. The TCAP design shall support the future addition of other call 
record input mechanisms.  

4. TCAP shall compute usage costs for a variety of rate plans.  
1. TCAP shall allow the user to define new rate plans without 

restarting TCAP.  
2. TCAP shall compute usage costs for all record data or the data 

displayed in one particular display of multiple currently being 
viewed. TCAP shall compute usage costs from a display based 
on the currently active filtering in that display.  

5. TCAP shall store call record data in persistent storage.  
1. TCAP shall allow user request for storage of all record data or the 

data displayed in one particular display of multiple currently being 
viewed. TCAP shall store call record data from a display based on 
the currently active sort and filtering in that display.  

2. TCAP shall store call record data in a flat text file formatted 
according to the team specified format referenced in 3.2.  

3. TCAP shall warn the user, and allow cancellation of the operation, if 
it will overwrite existing persistent storage of call records.  

4. The TCAP design shall support the future addition of other call 
record persistent storage mechanisms.  

6. TCAP shall provide an interface to test the recording of live call 
records from a digital phone and updating of displays with that new 
record.  

The non-functional requirements for the TCAP project remain the same as for 
relelase one: 

1. The prototype TCAP shall run on the Windows-based PCs in the 
Department of Software Engineering.  

2. TCAP shall not be implemented in Java.  
3. TCAP shall be delivered as an executable file.  

  

Assessment 

Component Percent
Presentation 15 
Design Quality and 
Documentation 60 

Implementation 25 



Note: You are not being graded on minute details of the functional behavior in 
your implementation.  Make sure that you cover the broad functionality and do 
not spend lots of time getting every small detail correct. You are graded primarily 
on quality of design and your implementation of it, how well you have achieved 
fitness for the purpose and your discussion of the rationale behind your design 
choices. 

Submission Instructions 
Presentation: hand in the printed slides before presentation. 

For submission of your Unit 3 material, the team will place a zip file in the Unit 3 
Design dropbox in myCourses. Please name this zip file p362-unit3project-
X.zip where X is your team letter in lower case. The zip file should contain the 
following: 

1. The final design documentation as a single Word document. This is the 
only file that the instructor will look at to evaluate your design. You design 
documentation should include at a minimum:  

2.  
a. Title information, including the name of your team, the name of the 

project, the date, and a list of all the team members.  
b. A short overview section describing the project and the features 

included.  
c. UML class diagrams showing the main classes and interfaces in 

your design, along with inheritance (generalization), association, 
aggregation, and composition relationships. Include cardinality and 
role indicators as you deem appropriate to make the diagrams clear 
but not cluttered. DO NOT include state or method information. 
Rarely can you document your system, in a way that the reader can 
physically see and intelligently understand, using a single diagram. 
You will need several class diagrams at different levels of 
abstraction and for different subsystems to completely document 
your design. A top-level diagram may be just subsystems, or may 
be a mix of classes and subsystems. Next level diagrams would 
detail subsystems. It will be helpful to highlight your pattern usage 
and the role that a class plays in that pattern.  

d. UML interaction diagrams (e.g., sequence charts or collaboration 
diagrams) to provide insight into the key dynamic characteristics of 
your design. You should select, at least, two significant operations 
in your system that were new or modified with release 2.  

e. Your design documentation will need to have a narrative associated 
with each of the class structure and interaction diagrams that 
highlights the salient points for the reader. The narrative associated 
with the class diagrams should describe the pattern usage within 



your design and tie to any interaction diagrams that show 
operations of these patterns.  

f. A table summarizing the responsibility(ies) of each major class. A 
table of the object data defined by the class and the signatures of 
the methods in the class other than the accessors and mutators.  

g. A narrative outlining how the design reflects a balance among 
competing criteria such as low coupling, high cohesion, separation 
of concerns, information hiding, the Law of Demeter, extensibility, 
reusability, etc. This should include a discussion of how your 
design's use of the design patterns helped achieve this balance.  

h. A short reflection on the two strongest and the two weakest aspects 
of your design.  

i. A discussion of the state of your implementation and any known 
issues with it.  

3. A copy of the final PowerPoint presentation.  
4. The code for your project including:  

a. Copies of the source files.  
b. An executable file named p362-unit3project-X, with team 

letter as above. Your program should be able to be executed from 
Windows platform.   

c. If there must be additional setup to run your program you may 
include everything needed in a start.bat file which will be run 
instead of the java command given previously.  

5. A file README.txt that includes any other information the team wishes 
the instructor to know.  

Be sure to submit this zip file before the submission time specified on the Unit 3 
Design Exercise myCourses dropbox. Late submissions will not be accepted; 
Late submissions will receive 10% deduction per day. 

 

Evaluation of Project Work 

The same rubrics (as in Unit 2) will be used: 

• Design and Design Documentation Evaluation Rubric  
• Presentation Evaluation Rubric  
• Implementation Evaluation Rubric  


